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MardeSiC constructed, assuming the continuum hypothesis (CH), a locally connected Hausdorff 
continuum which contains no nondegenerate proper locally connected subcontinua. We show 
that CH is not necessary to construct such an example. We also construct, assuming CH, a 
perfectly normal locally connected continuum which is not arcwise connected. 
1. 
In [ 11, van Douwen describes a technique for constructing examples that he (and 
many others, he surmises -he does not claim originality) had frequently found 
useful. Oversimplifying itsomewhat, part of the technique involves eeing if assuming 
CH might help when problems arise in an attempted ZFC construction. Then one 
looks carefully at the CH construction to see if CH was really necessary. In his 
paper, van Douwen illustrates the technique beautifully by leading us through all 
stages of his thought processes in the construction of a connected, locally path- 
connected Frechet space X whose topology is not determined by the collection of 
all paths in X. 
Back in the 60’s MardeSic obtained examples of locally connected Hausdorfl 
continua which show that some well-known properties of metric locally connected 
continua, namely that they are arcwise connected and have a neighborhood base 
of locally connected subcontinua, do not generalize to the nonmetric case. The 
notion of an arc in this context is generalized to include all totally ordered continua; 
otherwise, the long interval (the long line with the right endpoint w1 included) is 
not arcwise connected. ardeSic [3] firr obtained a locally connected continuum 
which is not arcwise connected in this sense. Later [4], he obtained a very striking 
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example of a locally connected continuum which contains no proper nondegenerate 
locally connected subcontinua t all; but he needed CH to do it. In this paper, we 
show that no axioms beyond ZFC are necessary to construct such an example. (It 
was stated in [6] that it was not known if this were possible.) We also construct, 
assuming CH this time, a perfectly normal locally connected continuum which is 
not arcwise connected. We were reminded of van Douwen’s paper because we 
arrived at these examples in very much the way he describes; we first obtained a 
first countable nonarcwise connected example in ZFC, then saw how to use CH to 
get a perfectly normal example, and finally, looking at ideas in both this example 
and MardeE’s CH example, we saw how to obtain our ZFC example. One thing 
we do not see yet is how to obtain a perfectly normal locally connected continuum 
with no proper nondegenerate locally connected subcontinua. We conjecture that 
such an example can be obtained by combining ideas from our two examples; we 
will say more about this after the constructions are presented. 
One reason for the interest in obtaining perfectly normal examples is an unsolved 
problem of Rudin: Is it consistent (in particular, does MA+lCH imply that) 
perfectly normal locally connected continua are me&able? We thank P.J. Nyikos 
for a series of letters which outline attempts (as yet unsuccessful) to prove that at 
least it is consistent that they are arcwise connected, and which stimulated the author 
to come up with the examples in this paper. 
All spaces in this paper are HausdorlI. To avoid repetition of the word “nondegen- 
erate”, let us assume that “continuum” means “nondegenerate continuum”. 
2. No Peano subcontinua 
In this section, we show that CH is not necessary to construct an example having 
the properties of MardeSiC’s example in [4]. 
Example 2.1. There is a locally connected HausdorG continuum X which contains 
no proper locally connected subcontinuum. 
Our example has some strong similarities as well as differences vlith MardeSi?s 
example. Both examples replace each point p of the 2-sphere S* with an acyclic 
l-dimensional continuum I$. MardeU’s Kp is obtained by an inverse limit process 
of length ol, where at stage cy, he -onsiders the “ath” locally connected subcon- 
tinuum Ca of S* (this is where CH is used), and makes sure that K has some special 
property with respect o CP. Our K is simply a pseudoarc, and we do not need an 
inductive construction. Instead we define the topology so that each x E Kp has a 
neighborhood base consisting of sets N such that n(N) contains an infinite spiral 
around the point p, where v : X + S* is the natural quotient map. It turns out that 
this suffices to destroy all possible proper locally connected subcontinua. 
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Lemma 2.2. Let K c S* be a pseudoarc, and let p E S*. Then there exists a homeo- 
morphism 
h : S*\ K + S*\{ p} 
such that ifa E S*\K, b E EC, [a, b] is a geodesic curve from a to b, and [a, b) c S*\K, 
then h([a, b)) is an infinite spiral around p. 
Proof. It is well known that S*\K and S*\{ p} are homeomorphic; let f be any such 
homeomorphism. Consider any geodesic curve [a, b) situated as in the statement 
of the lemma Then _f(la, b)) is an arc from f(a) to p, so there exists an 
autohomeomorphism g of S*\{ p) such that g 0 f ([ a, b)) is an infinite spiral 
around p. 
Let h = g of; and consider any other geodesic [a’, b’) c S*\K with b’E K. We may 
assume [a’, b’) $ [a, b) and [a, b) # [a’, b’). Then [a, b) n [a’, b’) is at most one 
point, so there exists a” E [a’, b’) such that [a”, b’) n [a, b) = 0. Now h([ a”, b’)) is 
an arc from h( a”) to p which misses the spiral h( [ a, b)), hence h( [ a”, b’)) must be 
a spiral as well. 0 
Construction of Example 2.1. Fix a pseudoarc Kc S*. (A pseudoarc is used for 
familiarity and convenience. We could have used any subcontinuum K of S* such 
that S*\K is homeomorphic to S*\{ p}, and such that no nondegenerate subcon- 
tinuum of K has an open locally connected subset. The pseudoarc has this latter 
:;ir Dperty because, as is well known, it is homeomorphic to every nondegenerate 
subcontinuum of itself and it has no open locally connected subsets.) 
For each p E S*, let K,, be a copy of K. Before defining X, we consider the 
following way of replacing p E S* by KP. Let S*(p) = (S*\(p)) u KP, and let 
h,, : S*\ K + S*\{ p} be a homeomorphism satisfying the conclusion of Lemma 2.2. 
Define 
bY 
h;:S*+S*(p) 
h,*(x) = 
h,,(x), if xg K, 
XP, ifxEK 
where xP is the copy of x in KP. Give S*(p) the topology induced by hp*. Of course, 
then S*(p) is homeomorphic to S*, and a typical open set in S*(p) 13 
h~(u)=h,(U\K)u(UnK),, 
where (Un K)P is the copy of 6/n K in KP. 
Note that whenever U n K # 0, then h,( U\K) contains an infinite spiral 
around p. 
Now we define X. The set X is Upcs 2 KP. There are natural maps & : X + S*(p) 
defined by 
a ifs Kq, qzp, 
x9 otherwise, 
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as well as a natural map TT :X + S2. For U c S2 and p E S2, let 
U(P) = &V$( U)) 
=(U.? )P u (u{K,: q E h,( U\K)H. 
It is easy to check that 
(U(p): p E S2, U open in S2} 
is a base for a first-countable topology on X. We claim that X with this topology 
has the desired properties. 
Fact 23. The map T : X + S2 is a monotone perfect irreducible map. 
f. Irreducibility follows immediately from the fact that every nonempty U(p) 
contains a fiber. We show that T is continuous. Suppose x, + x E I$,. It suffices to 
show that p E (?r(x”): n E w} = H. If p e H, then h,‘(H) is a compact subset of S2\K. 
Let U = S’\h,‘( H); then x E U(p) but x, e U(p), contradicting x,, + x. So 7r is 
continuous. 
Now a is certainly monotone, so it remains to prove that 7r is closed. Let A c X 
be closed, and suppose v(A) is not closed. Then there exist a, E A such that 
?r( a,) + p ti w(A). There exists a limit point x E K of (h,‘( v( a,)): n E w). Let U be 
any Euclidean neighborhood of x. Then U(p) = 4; ‘(h:( U)) contains some a,‘s. It 
follows that the copy xP of x in KP is a limit point of (a,: n E o}, hence x,, E A, so 
p E m(A), a contradiction which completes the proof. q 
The maps &, : X + S2( p) are monotone perfect and irreducible. 
The proof of this fact will be omitted because the argument is similar to the proof 
of Fact 2.3. 
X is a locally connected continuum. 
f. That X is compact and connected follows from Fact L.3. That X is locally 
connected follows from Fact 2.4 and the definition of U(p): note that U(p) is 
connected whenever U is connected. 0 
X contains no proper locally connected subcontinuum. 
roof. Suppose As X is a tally connected subcontinuum of X. Then w(A) is a 
ocally connected proper su ontinuum of S”. Let U be a component of S2\w(A). 
There is a geodesic curve [a, b] with [a, b) c U, b E aU. Choose x e Kb n A, and 
choose a neighborhood N of x such that N n 8(S) = 0 for some infinite spiral S 
a is a locally connected con: inuum, it follows from the property 
0 the beginning of the construction that x must be a limit point 
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of A\&. Let IV’ cted neighborhood of x relative to A contained in N. 
We may choose ugh so that w(N’) lies inside a simple closed curve 
Co around 5 formed by of the geodesic urve [a, b) and part of the spiral S. 
There exists a p j_int c E A\&). Then V(C) lies inside Co, but it lies outside 
some smaller simple close rve C, formed from [a, 6) and S. Since 7t( IV’) misses 
both [a, b) and S, rr( IV’) ot connected, contradicting the connectedness of IV’. 
That completes the proof. 
Example 2.1 may not b erfectly normal. A perfectly normal compact space is 
hereditari!y Lindeliif, so nnot contain an uncountable discrete subspace. But 
possibly one can find, e. a Cantor set C c S* and points xP E I$, for p E C such 
that a spiral neighborho xP misses C, which means (xP: p E C} is a relatively 
discrete subspace of X. 
We will use CH to c t a perfectly normal locally connected continuum 
which is not arcwise co Let E = [ -1, l]*. We replace points of E, this time 
with circles instead of ps oarcs. (I do not think this is an essential difference, 
but it makes the description ; :Gx; so does using E instead of S*.) More importantly, 
we do not replace all pci~.-3 o: 3 E. The set of replaced points is large enough to meet 
every arc in E”, but roughly speaking, small enough to keep the space perfectly 
normal; in particular, its intersection with every arc is countably infinite, and its 
intersection with every nowhere dense subset of E is at most countable. Obtaining 
a set like this is where CH comes in. Arcs in E” get “ruined” essentially because 
any arc A contains a replaced point p, and as the topology is defined, every point 
of the replaced circle C, is a limit of A. Hence a supposed “arc” contains an entire 
circle. 
It is time to give the details. 
Example 3.1 (CH). There is a perfectly normal locally connected continuum Y 
which is nqt arcwise connected. 
ion. Define W c E” as follows: 
cr < wr} index all closed subsets of E”. At stage cy, we will choose a 
countable W= c A, as follcwz: 
Case B A, is not at2 CE”:. 
l-hetr let Wk = 0. 
Case 2. A, is an arc. 
Let JJ& be all open subarcs of A, contained in some arc A,, P < CL If U J& is 
dense in A,, let Wa = 0. Otherwise let A,\U da = IJ,,, A,,,, where the A,,3 are 
disjoint open suba Note that if p < (Y and AP is an arc, then A,,, n ~$3 is 
nowhere dense in ,” be a countable dense subset of A,,,\c { 
Bca, A,=%,, is nowhere dense in A=,,). 
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Finally let W, = U,,, Wa,“, and put W = U,,,, WP- 
Note that W has the following property: W meets every arc contained in E’ in 
a countable dense set, and if H is a closed subset of E” which contains no arcs, 
then W n H is countable. 
W will be the set of replaced points; each point p of W will be replaced by a 
circle C,, the points of which will be thought of as angles 8. The relative topology 
of C, as a subspace of X will be the Euclidean topology on CP; i.e., a relative 
neighborhood of 8 E C,., is (0 -E, 8 -E) for 6 > 0. 
We need to say how a basic neighborhood 8E C, reaches out into E. This depends. 
If p E W, then there is a unique a! such that p E W=. For r, E > 0, let V( 0, r, E) be 
the open wedge given in polar coordinates by V( 8, r, E) = (0, r) x (8 - E, 8 + E). 
Case (i). Every wedge p’+ V( 8, r, E), where 8, r, E may vary, meets the arc ‘4,. 
In this case, let 
(e-e, e+E)u[(@+ V(e, r, EM E] 
be a basic neighborhood of 8 E C,, with the stipulation that if q E W n 
[p’+ V( 8, r, E)], then all of C, is put in this neighborhood. 
Case (ii). Not case (i). 
Consider the following homeomorphism h of R*, where points are given in polar 
coordinates: 
I (r, 0+1/r), r#O, h(ry e)= (O,O), r=O. 
Now do the same as in Case (i), but with h( V( r, 8, E)) replacing V( r, 8, E). Note 
that this makes a basic neighborhood of 8 E C, contain an infinite spiral around p. 
An important: 
act. In either case, ifp E W0 then every 8 E C, is a limit point of A,\(p). 
This is clear in Case (i). But note that if some wedge emanating from p misses 
A,, then every spiral about p meets A,. So it is true in Case (ii) also. 
E with the points of W replaced as described above is our space Y There is a 
natural monotone perfect map 7r: Y + E. It is easy to see that Y is compact, T2, 
connected and locally connected. 
Y is not arcwise connected. 
Suppose there exists an arc A c Y with endpoints eo, e, such that v(A) c E” and 
7r( eo) Z n( e,). Kow m(A) is locally connected, so there is an arc L c T(A) with 
endpoints w( eo), n( e,). 
Let (Y < o1 be least such that there is a nondegenerate open subarc L’ of L 
contained in arc A,. Then L’ meets each arc A,, @ < LY, in a nowhere dense set, so 
L’c A,\U da. 
ence there exists p E L’n Wm. But every 8 E C, is limit point of n-‘( L’\{ p}), so 
C, c A, which contradicts A being an arc. 
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2. Y is perfectly normal. 
Suppose not. Then Y is not hereditarily Lindelijf [2, Exercise 3.8.A], so there is 
an uncountable collection % of open sets such that no countable subcollection of 
% covers U %. We can inductively choose JC~ E Ua E %! with X, & U { U, : p c CU}. 
Then {act, : a c 0,) is right-separated, i.e., X, g (xp : p > a) for each cy < wl. For each 
cy, there is a basic neighborhood N, of X~ such that N, n {xa: p > a} = 0. Without 
loss of generality, we may assume: 
(a) for each Q, x, E C&, for some p(e) E W; 
(b) a + ,“*~(a)# P(P); 
(c) (p(a): Q < w,} is uncountably dense-in-itself. 
Each N, contains some rational angle in Cpccrj. Considering this, we may assume 
that all X,-/S correspond to the same angle 6, and hence 
(d) there is a fixed wedge V= V(0, r, E) such that either for each (Y, ?T(N,) 
contains p’( a> + V, or for each (Y, rr( Na) contains p’( cu) + h( V). 
Case (dl). For each cr, w(N,) contains p’(a)+ V. 
Let P={p(cll): ac ~0~). Let V, =@(a)t V. By (c) and the fact that N, witnesses 
right-separation, we see that 
V,nP=Q) for all ar<w,. 
MOW it is also clear that if Vi is the wedge V, rotated 180” about its vertex p(a), then 
v,n P=(b. 
For each p E P, let 
Then 2’ n P = 0, because this is so on the dense subset {pa: iy < 0,) of P 
Since P n W is uncountable, P must contain some arc L. Since W n L is countable 
and the p( cy )‘s are uncountably dense, the interior of L relative to P must be empty. 
It is not difficult to see that some point q E L is in the Euclidean interior of 
Lu uz, . 
( > PEL 
Since q is not in the interior of I., relative to P, some 2, must meet P, a contradiction. 
Case (d2). For each a, m( N,) contains & d-h(V). 
As in Case (dl), let P=(p,: a! <wl}. For each PE P, let 
s,=P’+h(V). 
As in Case (dl), Sp n P = 0, for each p E I? Again, P n W is uncountable, so P 
contains some arc L. 
L contains a point q1 such that q1 is the endpoint of some line segment [qO, ql] 
with [qO, qJ n L = (4,). ut it is not difficult to see that the spiral S,, must meet 
some point of L, contradicting S,, n P = 8. 
That completes the proof. Cl 
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combind 
As we mentioned in the introduction, we conjecture that it is possible to 
ideas of the two examples to obtain, under CH, a perfectly normal locally 
connected continuum with no proper locally connected subcontinua. In constructing 
Example 3.1, we certainly could have used S* instead of [ - 1,1 I*, and probably 
could have replaced points with pseudoarcs instead of circles. A more serious 
obstacle seems to be the following: to carry out the proof that Example 2.1 contains 
no proper locally connected subcontinua, we need to replace enough points on arcs 
that are accessible from outside the arc by geodesics on S*. But there exist arcs 
such that the set of such accessible points is first category in the arc’, so in the 
construction of the set Wa of replaced points of arc Aa in Example 3.1, there may 
be no such accessible points in the subset of A, that we need to pick from. 
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